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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Touchscreens,
Monitors & Displays
· Inventory Monitors
· Tablets & Smart Phones
· Digital Displays
· Mobile Terminals
· Kiosks

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to
effectively clean, restore and protect sensitive
touchscreen surfaces in today’s logistic and
warehouse environments. Proper routine
cleaning and disinfecting is paramount to
maintaining touch recognition performance,
protecting sensitive surfaces from disruptive
contaminants and most importantly, keeping
warehouse staff safe & healthy.
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ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS

INDUSTRY CHOICE

TOUCHSCREENS, MONITORS & DISPLAYS

KICWipes™ For Touchscreens
Safely clean and restore touchscreens back to pristine clarity without leaving behind pesky fibers or streaky residue. These
specialty wipes are ready to use, ultra-soft, presaturated using a nonhazardous cleaning formula and packaged in single-use
pouches or resealable canisters for easy access when needed.
K2-WST50CD - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50CD - 7x10in (15x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100CD - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

32oz - ClearDisplay™ Screen & Technology Cleaner
No matter the size or how many touchscreens or displays need cleaning, our 32oz everyday multi-surface cleaner will cut down on
the amount of work needed to properly clean with every squeeze. This specialty cleaner is ready to use, nonhazardous, delivers a
streak-free finish and perfect for ridding your touchscreens of everyday contaminants - especially when paired with our premium
dry microfiber wipes.
K2-CCD32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray

Microfiber Dry Wipes
From buffering screens to effectively removing dust and grime from sensitive surfaces, our premium microfiber dry wipe will
outperform other dry cloths and rags every time! Constructed of hydroentangled microfibers, these specialty wipes are durable,
highly absorbent, capable of removing particles as small as bacteria and compatible with all KIC cleaning solutions.
K2-WMLZ50 - 12x12in (19x19cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)
K2-WMSZ50 - 6x6in (14x14cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)

DISINFECTING PRODUCTS

DiSantech™ Disinfectant (Approved on EPA’s LIST N for use against SARS-CoV-2, the Cause of COVID-19)
Protect your touchscreens against harmful germs and viruses without damaging sensitive surfaces. This specialty disinfectant is
EPA registered, NSF certified, formulated using plant-based ingredients and kills over 99.9% of bacteria & viruses.
K2-CDS32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray
EPA REGISTERED

K2-WC100DS - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in ( 17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818-1932
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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Thermal Label
Printers
· Shipping Label
· Receipt
· Linerless Label

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to
effectively clean, restore and protect thermal
label printer technology in today’s logistic and
warehouse environments. Proper routine
cleaning has shown to improve label print
quality, extend the lifespan of printheads and
significantly reduce the threat of media
jamming and unnecessary device downtime.
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TOTAL CARE CLEANING

THERMAL LABEL PRINTERS

FOR PRINTHEAD, PLATEN ROLLER & HOUSING

Grab ‘n Go Cleaning Kit for Thermal Label Printers
Everything you need for a safe and complete clean in the palm of your hands! This easy-to-use cleaning kit is conveniently
packaged for easy access when needed and contains single-use products designed specifically to safely clean, restore and protect
the printhead, platen roller and housing.
KW3-KLPN1 - Kit Contains: (1) Waffletechnology for Thermal Label Printers, (1) KICWipes for Multi-Surface

ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS

INDUSTRY CHOICE

FOR PRINTHEAD, PLATEN ROLLER & CUTTING KNIFE

Waffletechnology® For Thermal Label Printers
Take the guess work out of safely cleaning your printhead with Waffletechnology®. This specialty cleaning card outperforms
ordinary flat cards and other cleaning methods by using USP Grade Isopropyl Alcohol and patented spring-loaded waffles that
reach and gently remove disruptive contaminants from the recessed printhead surface. Waffletechnology is trusted and
recommended by OEMs around the world to help maintain reliable label print quality.
KW3-T26B15 - 2in Card (15 cards/box)

KW3-T36B15 - 3in Card (15 cards/box)

KW3-T46B15 - 4in Card (15 cards/box)

Thermal Printer Pen with Chisel
Make quick work and safely clean without damaging performance-critical surfaces. This reusable cleaning pen features an
ultra-soft tip that releases USP Grade Isopropyl Alcohol for precision contamination removal on the printhead, platen roller &
cutting knife.
KT-PJC2B12 - 6in Pen w/ Chisel Cap (12 pens/box)

CORRECTIVE CLEANING PRODUCTS

FOR PRINTHEAD, PLATEN ROLLER & CUTTING KNIFE

Adhesive Remover Pen with Chisel
When adhesive buildup interferes with your thermal printer’s performance, reach for our adhesive remover pen to quickly and
safely restore your printhead back to new. This specialty pen features a chisel cap and a durable, yet soft pen tip that releases our
specialized adhesive remover formula to instantly breakdown and loosen stubborn adhesive buildup.
KT-PJC2B12AR - 6in Pen w/ Chisel Cap (12 pens/box)

DISINFECTING PRODUCTS

FOR EXTERIOR HOUSING

DiSantech™ Disinfectant (Approved on EPA’s LIST N for use against SARS-CoV-2, the Cause of COVID-19)
Protect your touchscreens against harmful germs and viruses without damaging sensitive surfaces. This specialty disinfectant is
EPA registered, NSF certified, formulated using plant-based ingredients and kills over 99.9% of bacteria & viruses.
K2-CDS32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray
EPA REGISTERED

K2-WC100DS - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics
with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol

Flat Cleaning Cards

For Thermal Label Printers

Cleaning Swabs

with 99.7% Isopropyl Alcohol

K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (50 wipes/box)

K2-T26B25 - 2in Card (25 cards/box)

K2-S4T50 - 4in (50 swabs/box)

K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in (50 wipes/box)

K2-T36B25 - 3in Card (25 cards/box)

K2-S6T50 - 6in (50 swabs/box)

K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in(100 wipes/canister)

K2-T46B25 - 4in Card (25 cards/box)

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818-1932
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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Handheld
Technology
· Mobile Terminals
· Barcode Scanners
· Tablets
· Wearables

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to
effectively clean, restore and protect handheld
technology in today’s logistic and warehouse
environments. Proper routine cleaning and
disinfecting has shown to maintain reliable
performance, protect sensitive surfaces from
everyday disruptive contaminants, reduce repair
costs and most importantly, keep warehouse
staff safe & healthy.
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ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS

INDUSTRY CHOICE

HANDHELD TECHNOLOGY

KICWipes™ For Multi-Surface Cleaning
Safely clean and restore handheld screens, housings and reading windows back to pristine clarity without leaving behind pesky
fibers or streaky residue. These specialty wipes are ready to use, ultra-soft, presaturated using a nonhazardous cleaning formula
and packaged in single-use pouches or resealable canisters for easy access when needed.
K2-WST50CD - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50CD - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100CD - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

DISINFECTING PRODUCTS

DiSantech™ Disinfectant (Approved on EPA’s LIST N for use against SARS-CoV-2, the Cause of COVID-19)
Protect your handheld technology against harmful germs and viruses without damaging sensitive surfaces. This specialty
disinfectant is EPA registered, NSF certified, formulated using plant-based ingredients and kills over 99.9% of bacteria & viruses.
K2-WC100DS - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)
EPA REGISTERED

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818-1932
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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Workstations
· High Touch Surfaces
· Computer Monitors
· Keyboards
· Scanners & Printers
· Physical Barriers

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to
effectively clean, restore and protect
workstations in today’s logistic and warehouse
environments. Ensuring proper cleaning and
disinfecting products are readily available at
workstations significantly increases the
likelihood of routine cleaning, which directly
results in increase overall productivity, staff
satisfaction, reliable performance and most
importantly, staff are safe and healthy.
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WORKSTATIONS

ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS

INDUSTRY CHOICE

KICWipes™ For Multi-Surface Cleaning
Don’t let a dirty workstation interfere with productivity – simply reach for a KICWipe to remove everyday contaminants without
damaging sensitive surfaces. These specialty wipes are ready to use, ultra-soft, presaturated using a nonhazardous cleaning
formula and packaged in single-use pouches or resealable canisters for easy access when needed.
K2-WST50CD - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50CD - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100CD - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

32oz - ClearDisplay™ Screen & Technology Cleaner
No matter the size or how many workstations need cleaning, our 32oz everyday multi-surface cleaner will cut down on the amount
of work needed to properly clean with every squeeze. This specialty cleaner is ready to use, nonhazardous, delivers a streak-free
finish and perfect for maintaining clean and efficient workstations - especially when paired with our premium dry microfiber wipes.
K2-CCD32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray

Microfiber Dry Wipes
From buffering monitor screens to effectively removing dust and grime from workstation surfaces, our premium microfiber dry wipe
will outperform other dry cloths and rags every time! Constructed of hydroentangled microfibers, these specialty wipes are
durable, highly absorbent, capable of removing particles as small as bacteria and compatible with all KIC cleaning solutions.
K2-WMLZ50 - 12x12in (19x19cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)
K2-WMSZ50 - 6x6in (14x14cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)

DISINFECTING PRODUCTS

DiSantech™ Disinfectant (Approved on EPA’s LIST N for use against SARS-CoV-2, the Cause of COVID-19)
Protect your workstation & peripherals against harmful germs and viruses without damaging sensitive technology surfaces. This specialty
disinfectant is EPA registered, NSF certified, formulated using plant-based ingredients and kills over 99.9% of bacteria & viruses.
EPA REGISTERED

K2-CDS32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray
K2-WC100DS - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics
with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol

Electronic Cleaner

with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol

Cleaning Swabs

with 99.7% Isopropyl Alcohol

K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (50 wipes/box)

K2-C703032N1 - 32oz Bottle w/ Turret Top

K2-S4T50 - 4in (50 swabs/box)

K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in (50 wipes/box)

K2-C70308N1 - 8oz Bottle w/ Turret Top

K2-S6T50 - 6in (50 swabs/box)

K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in(100 wipes/canister)

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818-1932
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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Lens, Optics
& Sensors
· Barcode Scanners
· Safety Glasses
· Reading Windows
· Technology Sensors

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to safely
clean, restore and protect lens, optics and
sensors in today’s logistic and warehouse
environments. Proper routine cleaning has
shown to improve read/capture performance,
increase productivity, protect sensitive surfaces
from disruptive dirt & debris buildup and
significantly reduce unnecessary technology
downtime.
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ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS

INDUSTRY CHOICE

LENS, OPTICS & SENSORS

KICWipes™ For Multi-Surface Cleaning
Don’t let dirty lenses & sensors compromise productivity – simply reach for a KICWipe to quickly clean and restore critical surfaces
back to pristine clarity. These specialty wipes are ready to use, ultra-soft, presaturated using a nonhazardous cleaning formula and
packaged in single-use pouches or resealable canisters for easy access when needed.
K2-WST50CD - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50CD - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100CD - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

32oz - ClearDisplay™ Screen & Technology Cleaner
No matter how many sensors, lenses or optics need cleaning, our 32oz everyday multi-surface cleaner will cut down on the amount
of work needed to properly clean with every squeeze. This specialty cleaner is ready to use, nonhazardous, delivers a streak-free
finish and perfect for protecting lenses and sensors from disruptive contaminants - especially when paired with our premium dry
microfiber wipes.
K2-CCD32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray

Microfiber Dry Wipes
From buffering lenses to effectively removing dust and debris from critical surfaces, our premium microfiber dry wipe will
outperform other dry cloths and rags every time! Constructed of hydroentangled microfibers, these specialty wipes are ultra soft,
highly absorbent, capable of removing particles as small as bacteria and compatible with all KIC cleaning solutions.
K2-WMLZ50 - 12x12in (19x19cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)
K2-WMSZ50 - 6x6in (14x14cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

Electronic Cleaner with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-C703032N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Turret Top
K2-C70308N1 - 8oz (236mL)Bottle w/ Turret Top
K2-C70304N1 - 4oz (118mL) Bottle w/ Turret Top

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818-1932
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WAREHOUSE ∙ LOGISTICS ∙ E-COMMERCE

Surfaces / Acrylic &
Plastic Barriers
· Physical Barriers
· Technology Housing
· High Touch Surfaces
· Glass, Metal & Stainless Steel

WWW.KICTEAM.COM

Our trusted family of innovative cleaning
products and solutions are designed to
effectively clean, restore and protect surfaces in
today’s logistic and warehouse environments.
Proper routine surface cleaning and
disinfecting has show to increase warehouse
productivity, maintain overall safety and most
importantly, protect staff from harmful bacteria
and viruses.
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ROUTINE CLEANING PRODUCTS
INDUSTRY CHOICE

SURFACES / ACRYLIC & PLASTIC BARRIERS

KICWipes™ For Multi-Surface Cleaning
Don’t let everyday dust and grime interfere with productivity – simply reach for a KICWipe to safely clean and restore
surfaces/physical barriers. These specialty wipes are ready to use, ultra-soft, presaturated using a nonhazardous cleaning formula
and packaged in single-use pouches or resealable canisters for easy access when needed.
K2-WST50CD - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50CD - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100CD - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

32oz - ClearDisplay™ Screen & Technology Cleaner
No matter the size or how many critical surfaces need cleaning, our 32oz everyday multi-surface cleaner will cut down on the
amount of work needed to properly clean with every squeeze. This specialty cleaner is ready to use, nonhazardous, delivers a
streak-free finish and perfect for maintaining physical barrier appearances - especially when paired with our premium dry
microfiber wipes.
K2-CCD32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray

Microfiber Dry Wipes
– From buffering physical barriers to effectively removing dust and grime from critical surfaces, our premium microfiber dry wipe
will outperform other dry cloths and rags every time! Constructed of hydroentangled microfibers, these specialty wipes are
durable, highly absorbent, capable of removing particles as small as bacteria and compatible with all KIC cleaning solutions.
K2-WMLZ50 - 12x12in (19x19cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)
K2-WMSZ50 - 6x6in (14x14cm) Dry Wipes (50 wipes/bag)

DISINFECTING PRODUCTS

DiSantech™ Disinfectant (Approved on EPA’s LIST N for use against SARS-CoV-2, the Cause of COVID-19)
Protect your surfaces and physical barriers against harmful germs and viruses. This specialty disinfectant is EPA registered, NSF certified,
formulated using plant-based ingredients and kills over 99.9% of bacteria & viruses.
K2-CDS32N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Trigger Spray
EPA REGISTERED

K2-WC100DS - 6.5x8in Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

ALSO AVAILABLE

KICWipes™ For Electronics with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-WST50IPA70 - 5x6in (12x15cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WLT50IPA70 - 7x10in (17x25cm) Wipes, Single Pack (50 wipes/box)
K2-WC100IPA70 - 6.5x8in (16x20cm) Wipes, Canister (100 wipes/canister)

Electronic Cleaner with 70% Isopropyl Alcohol
Removes light contaminants from electronic surfaces and features fast drying properties to ensure a spot-free finish every time.
VOC/GHS compliant and recommended by many OEMs around the world for cleaning today’s electronic surfaces.
K2-C703032N1 - 32oz (946mL) Bottle w/ Turret Top
K2-C70308N1 - 8oz (236mL)Bottle w/ Turret Top
K2-C70304N1 - 4oz (118mL) Bottle w/ Turret Top

CALL TO ORDER 1-800-818 -1932
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